Protective Clothing List
SIUC Motorcycle Rider Program

All persons must wear the following when operating motorcycles in this program.

1. **Helmet** - we provide or you may use your own (DOT approved) ¾ or full-face, upon instructor approval.

2. **Sturdy over-the-ankle Footwear** (not cloth or canvas).

3. **Long pants** - denim or other heavy material.

4. **Gloves** - full-fingered, leather or cloth.

5. **Long-sleeved Jacket** or **Shirt**.

6. **Eye Protection** – provided or use your own (sunglasses, glasses, face shield)

**NOTE:** THESE ITEMS MUST BE BROUGHT TO EVERY SCHEDULED CLASS PERIOD, INCLUDING THE FIRST CLASS SESSION.

Do not expect to ride if you come to an on-cycle instruction session in shorts, short sleeves, tennis shoes or other unsuitable clothing.

If you have questions, please do not hesitate to ask your instructor as to the suitability of a particular item.

**CLASS WILL MEET -- RAIN OR SHINE!** Should the possibility of rain exist, you may wish to bring suitable clothing items for riding in the rain.

If the course is cancelled due to inclement weather, you will need to register for another complete course. A minimum of 6 people is required to conduct a course.